
McGill, Montréal and Canada! 

Bonjour de Canada!   

I’m Sam and I did the winter semester at McGill 2017. I mainly chose McGill for their excellent 

psychology department and also for the opportunity to learn French in Montréal. Before I went I read a 

great exchange experience from a previous student whose advice I ended up taking so I hope I may also 

offer some useful tips for those considering doing an exchange at McGill! 

 

McGill  

In terms of the application process I found the Otago side went pretty smoothly however my application 

for McGill was at times a bit frustrating. If you find yourself waiting a while to hear back if you got 

accepted, don’t worry, it’s relatively normal. However if it`s been more than a month then I would 

recommend trying to contact your exchange advisor as in my experience I had some issues which ended 

up being a simple mistake of not converting the grading system. When searching for information with 

McGill they have their website however actually contacting someone for questions about things you 

can’t find information on their website is best done using a McGill email once you have one or through 

your exchange advisor.  Also Minerva seems a bit over complicated at first but you’ll get used to it. 

MyCourses is their version of blackboard and that’s great and easy to use. As for course selection, 

sometimes they take longer to open it to international students so if you’re like me 

In terms of the campus, it isn’t too spread out which is great and student services are roughly in 

the centre so are easy to find. Depending where you live it’s usually a walkable distance; otherwise 

there are always buses or the metro. If you live slightly far away (15+min walk) would highly recommend 

getting a STM card and then the monthly unlimited pass (about 50 CAD) which is interchangeable with 

the metro and bus systems. My reason being some days walking in -20°C isn`t so much fun but also it 

makes exploring the other areas of Montreal easier.  

Classes at McGill are usually 1.25 hr which took some getting used to after 50min at Otago. If 

you take intensive French for beginner’s then its 3hr so bring coffee. I found McGill’s workload a bit 

more intense, the readings weighed more in my psychology papers midterm and there was a lot of 

content in class. As for my French courses, I loved them but since I did an intensive and a pronunciation 

paper (which I found helped me) I ended up with many hours on CAN-8 which is a programme they use 

for computer lab work where you listen to a French recording then record yourself or test you 

comprehension. This is all great but too many hours of it can be overkill. So I’d recommend only taking 

one at a time. The great thing about the intensive course is that it’s 2 semesters worth of beginners 

French in just one semester which was handy as I knew zero French before going. However if you do not 

speak French nor intend to study it you can definitely get by without it. 

 



Montréal 
Accommodation  - You can either apply for housing similar 

to our halls of residence or you can find rooms in apartments. 

As a 4th year I opted for finding a room, I left it a bit late but 

did manage to find one 2 weeks before I flew out. I looked on 

kijij.ca (which is Canada/Quebec’s version of Trademe) and 

on the facebook page international roommate’s in Montréal 

which was where I ended up finding a room in the Plateau-

Mont Royal neighbourhood which was really nice. I was lucky 

enough to get slightly cheaper rent as a I was finishing the 

second half of the lease (which are often 8 month leases) of a 

previous exchange student and the room was furnished 

which was handy as well. Although Canada is colder, a LOT 

colder, the housing is warmer so you won’t be seeing your 

breath inside like in a Dunedin flat! I really liked the area I 

lived in as it was pretty safe and close to the main streets like 

St Laurent and St Denis and not too far from the Mont Royal 

park. Most rooms advertised will say what neighbourhood 

they’re in and when you see a ½ in the number of rooms (e.g. 

4 ½) it just represents the bathroom in case you’re 

wondering. 

 

Transport  - As I said earlier you can get an STM card which you use for buses and the metro. You can 

either get single or multi-passes or ultimate for a month or 4months. I did the monthly (~50 CAD) for the 

January and February as they were the coldest months. Note that back bus door does NOT open 

automatically... the sign in French actually says push to open I learned after missing my stop. You can 

walk almost everywhere too but in winter beware of icy paths, when I arrived I could barely walk on ice 

even with my snow boots but I learnt to do a weird shuffle which works. Avoid downhill paths too (if 

icy). They normally salt and clear snow so ice doesn’t build up. Once its warmer lots of people ride bikes 

which if I’d been there in the fall I would’ve probably tried to find a bike as there’s bike lanes which are 

pretty sweet. If you’re thinking of heading to Ottawa or Toronto etc. there’s a great website called 

rideshare/kangaride. Basically it’s like a 

carpool Uber where people who are 

already travelling there can give you a 

ride and it’s cheaper than busing. I went 

to Ottawa a lot for $10-15 one way. And 

if you do go to Ottawa, try going when 

the Rideau Canal is open and you can go 

ice skating along 8km of the frozen 

canal. 

Rue de Bullion 

Rideau Canal, Ottawa 



 

Montreal is a big city; I lived there for 4 

months and still felt like there was so much 

left unexplored. It’s differently got a more 

European feel and look. Signs and shop names 

are mostly in French. The streets lamps are 

wrapped in lights and line the street paths. 

There’s lots of interesting little shops to look 

at and there’s the older part of the city which 

has beautiful old buildings and cobble streets. 

 

Then there’s Mont Royal which is actually how the city 

got its name. The park has lots of paths to go walking or 

running (ice dependent) and some people do cross 

country skiing there! It’s pretty special when you go 

there when it’s snowing and the branches just get a 

layer of white. You can walk to the top up some stairs 

and there’s a chalet which fire places and a lookout of 

the city. Take some hot chocolate or tea to warm up. 

 

 

Mont Royal stairs 

One of many paths on Mont Royal 

Mont Royal Lookout 



View of Montréal from the lookout 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Canada 

Snow, the many different kinds of snow: 

I. Fluffy powder-like snow - which falls gently and is beautiful, leaving a powdery coat on 
everything 

II. Chunky snow - it’s like fat droplets of rain but snow. They kind of flurry around and when it 
lands you can often see snowflake structures! 

III. Blizzard snow/ not-so-fun crazy snow that’s going all over the place and hits you in the face and 
you can’t see. 

IV. Freezing rain = not quite snow, not quite hail but hurts the face and is cold 
V. yellow snow, AVOID its dog pee (or human) 

VI. Brown snow – aka dirt snow that’s been ploughed to the sides when clearing the roads or paths 
VII. Ice – this refers to when it rains and makes an ice layer on top of the snow and is soo slippery  

VIII. Slushy – this one I discovered later and it’s when it snows a lot, making a layer of snow. Then 
melts due to warmer temperatures (-2) and creates slushy like pathways which a strange to walk 
on 

Also, random fact, not all snow can be used to build a snowman or to have a snowball fight! It just 
crumbles. 

DISCLOSURE – these are not actual terms Canadians use…  
 
If you come in the winter you need to layer up! Starting with thermal 
everything – top, leggings, socks. Then warm jumpers, beanie (which 
many Canadians call “tuque”), mittens or gloves, a seriously warm 
jacket and snow boots. A lot of that gear it might be better to get in 
Canada. It’s expensive if brand new, but there’s many other options 
where people sell them second hand or through the university you 
can find out about places selling warm winter jackets that are more 
affordable such as churches. It can get to -20 and colder so you do 
need to seriously layer up. I was lucky as a friend had discounts at an 
outdoor shop, that’s always another option too. 

Ice sculpture of mushrooms 



 

Poutine – if you like dipping chips in potato and gravy (KFC) then you’ll love 

poutine. It’s a bowl of fries with gravy on top and cheese curds which may 

sound weird but is delicious and great for a hangover if you’re that way 

inclined. 

If you get a chance, visit a chalet and maybe walk on a frozen lake (with a 

local who can tell if it’s safe). Go snowshoeing through snowy forests and 

you’ll probably see blue jays, squirrels and deer. When it gets warmer 

there are moose and bears but you don’t want to run into them face to 

face…  Visit a sugar shack and try fresh hot maple syrup which is poured 

onto ice which becomes like toffee. Or a beavers tail, a flat cinnamon 

donut-like thing 

 

There have been so many opportunities this exchange has given me. Not 

only to learn more academically but to see and experience another culture 

which is similar and different in sometimes unexpected ways. It definitely 

was my most memorable winter, I mean how often do you see cars buried 

in snow and can walk on a frozen lake or ice skate on a canal. You won’t 

see rugby on to the TVs in the pub, it’s all hockey (ice hockey but no one 

calls it that).  

 I would highly recommend going on an exchange to McGill, Montréal, 

Canada – you won’t regret it! 

- Sam 

 

 

 


